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Graphs with Odd Cocliques 
A. E. BROUWER AND E. E. SHULT 
In this note we determine the graphs with the 'odd coclique property', a generalization of the 
'cotriangle property'. These graphs turn out to be related to orthogonal or symplectic 
geometries (groups). 
DEFINITIONS 
Let r = (X, E) be a graph. For x E X, write r(x) for the set of neighbours of x in r, 
and x1- for {x} U rex). 
A subset A in r is called odd (even) when Ix 1- n A I is odd (resp. even) for all x E X. 
We consider the following two properties (for d > 0): 
(CC)d Each (d - l)-coclique is contained in some odd d-coclique. 
(C1)d For some odd d-coclique C and point x fi C we have Ix1- n CI = 1. 
Let .eg be the collection of odd d-cocliques, and give eg a graph structure by joining two 
d-cocliques when they have d - 2 vertices in common. For C E eg, a E C, put 
Ca := {x EX\C Ix1- n C= {an. 
The relation R on X defined by xRy ~x1- = y1- is an equivalence relation; the graph 
r is called reduced when the equivalence classes are single points. The quotient graph 
T/R is reduced, and rsatisfies (CC)d iff rR does. Also, rsatisfies (C1)d iff T/R does. 
Note that if ris reduced and satisfies (CC)d, then each (d -l)-coclique is contained in 
precisely one odd d-coclique. 
The graph r is called coconnected when its complementary graph t is connected; in 
general, we have the decomposition r = Ii E9 ... E9 r,. of r into cocomponents. For 
odd d> 1, r satisfies (CC)d iff each cocomponent r; does. For even d the property 
(CC)d implies coconnectedness as soon as the graph contains a (d - 1 )-coclique. 
The radial rad r of r is the set {x E X I x1- = X}. We write x ~ y (resp. x + y) to 
denote that the vertices x and yare adjacent (resp. non-adjacent). 
RESULTS 
For each d;;,; 1, we can say precisely which graphs satisfy (CC)d and (C1)d' The 
meaning of the graph denotations used is explained below. 
THEOREM 1. r satisfies (CC)l iff rad r * 0. 
THEOREM 2. r is non-empty, reduced and satisfies (CCh iff r = g L1 for some 
reduced graph L1 with empty radical and without odd 2-coclique. 
THEOREM 3 ('Cotriangle Theorem'; Shuit [5], Hall and Shult [2]). r is reduced, 
coconnected and satisfies (CCh iff r is isomorphic to one of T(n) (n ;;';2, n *4), 
.J(E(2n, 2) (n ;;,; 3), Sp(2n, 2) (n ;;,; 3). 
(Of these graphs, all satisfy (C1h, except for T(n), n = 2,3.) 
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THEOREM 4. Let d;,: 4. r is reduced, coconnected and satisfies (CC)d and (Cl)d iff 
either 
r = VOE(m, 2), and either d == 0 (mod 8), m ;,: d + 1 - E, 
or d == 4 (mod 8), m ;,: d + 1 + E, 
or 
r= OE(m, 2), and either d == 1 (mod 8), m;,: d + 2 - E, 
or d == 5 (mod 8), m ;,: d + 2 + E, 
or 
r = ~OE(m, 2), and either d == 2 (mod 8), m ;,: d + 1 - E, 
or d == 6 (mod 8), m ;,: d + 1 + E, 
or 
r = j{E(2n, 2) and either d == 3 (mod 8), 2n ;,: d + 2 + E, 
or d == 7 (mod 8), 2n;,: d + 2 - E, 
or 
r = Sp(2n, 2) and d == 3 (mod 4), 2n;,: d + 1. 
GRAPH NOTATION 
Sp(m, q) denotes the graph on the projective points (i.e. I-spaces) of V = IF;;' 
provided with a non-degenerate symplectic form (so that m is even), where (x) - (y) 
iff (x) *" (y) and (x, y) = O. When q = 2, we shall not distinguish between non-zero 
vectors x and I-spaces (x). 
VOE(m, q) denotes the graph on V = IF;;' provided with a non-degenerate quadratic 
form Q of type E (E = ±1 if m is even, E = 0 if m is odd), where x - y iff x"* y and 
Q(y -x) =0. 
OE(m, q) denotes the graph on the projective points of the quadric Q, where 
(x) - (y) iff (x) "* (y) and (x, y) = O. 
j{E(m, q) denotes the graph on the projective points outside the quadric q, again 
with 'inner product zero' for adjacency. 
Kn denotes the complete graph on n vertices, T(n) denotes the triangular graph 
(with as vertices the pairs from a set of n symbols, where pairs are adjacent when they 
have one symbol in common), and p X q denotes the p x q-grid (with vertex set 
{1,2, ... ,p} x {1, 2, ... , q}, where two vertices are adjacent when they have one 
co-ordinate in common). 
For a graph L1 = (Y, F), we write ~L1 for the Taylor double of L1 (that is, the graph 
with vertex set Y x {±1} and edges (x, D) - (y, E) iff x *" y and either DE = 1, x - y or 
DE = -1, x + y). Thus, for any graph L1 the graph ~L1 is an antipodal 2-cover of a 
complete graph. Let ~L1:= ~(L1EB {co}). 
DISCUSSION OF THE EXAMPLES 
Let us first give a few isomorphisms. 
LEMMA. If q is even, then Sp(2n, q) = O(2n + 1, q). 
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[Indeed, the points of a non-degenerate quadric Q in IF~+I are in one-to-one 
correspondence with the lines on its nucleus (radical).] 
LEMMA. If H is a hyperplane tangent to Q, then OE(m, q)\H = VOE(m - 2, q), 
provided that d + E ~ 3. 
[Indeed, let L be a hyperbolic line with singular points (x) and (y), where 
(x, y) = 1. Let V = L.l Yo, and let Qo = Q Ivo' Now the map <p given by Vo~ 
Vo + y - Qo( vo)x defines a bijection between Vo and {v E V I Q (v)= 0, (v, x) = 1}, and 
(<p(uo), cp(vo)) = (uo, Yo) - Qo(uo) - Qo(vo) = -Q(vo - uo)·] 
~me isomorphisms between small graphs are given by: j{+(6, 2) = T~, Sp(4, 2) = 
T(6), X-(4, 2) = T(5), 0+(4,2) = 3 x 3, j{+(4, 2) = K 3,3, 0-(4,2) = K s, Sp(2, 2) = 
j{-(2, 2) = T(3) = K 3 , 0+(2,2) = K 2 , j{+(2, 2) = T(2) = Kl> Sp(O, 2) = 0-(2, 2) = 
T(l) =Ko. 
Next, let us describe the colocal structure of the graphs we are concerned with. For a 
graph r= (X, E), and a vertex x of r, denote the subgraph of r induced on X\x-L by 
T'. Clearly, if r satisfies (CC)d, then T' satisfies (CC)d -I' 
Starting with r = T(n ), we find T' = 2 x n - 2 = ffKn - 3 , r ' = KI fJJ Kn - 3 • Odd 
3-cocliques in r are the triples {pq, pr, qr}. 
Starting with r = 0(2n + 1, 2) = Sp(2n, 2), we find T' = VO(2n - 1, 2) = PJSp(2n -
2,2), r' = j{(2n - 1, 2) = Sp(2n - 2,2) fJJ K t . Odd d-cocliques (for odd d) in 
Sp(2n, 2) are sets of d mutually non-orthogonal vectors, summing to zero. (For d = 3 
these are hyperbolic lines; for d = 5 they are elliptic quadrics.) 
Starting with r = OE(2n + 2, 2), we find T' = VOE(2n, 2), r' = j{E(2n, 2), r" = 
PJO- E(2n - 2,2), rm = 0-E(2n - 2,2) fJJ K 1 • 
Schematically, we have (writing r = ro(x) + 1; (x) + 12(x) + .. " where r;(x) is the 
subgraph on the vertices at distance i to x, and + does not indicate disjoint union but is 
just a separator): 
PJOE(m, 2) = 1 + OE(m, 2) + OE(m, 2) + 1, 
VOE(2n, 2) = 1 + OE(2n, 2) + j{E(2n, 2), VO(2n + 1, 2) = PJO(2n + 1, 2), 
j{E(2n, 2) = 1 + 0(2n - 1, 2) + PJO- E(2n - 2, 2), 
OE(m, 2) = 1 + OE(m - 2, 2).2 + VOE(m - 2, 2), 
where ..1.s denotes the graph obtained from ..1 by replacing each vertex by an s-clique 
(so that ..1.s/R =..1, and the R-equivalence classes of ..1.s have size s), and 
T(n) = 1 + T(n - 2) + 2 x (n - 2). 
Finally, we describe the structure of Ca for an odd d-coclique C in the various graphs 
(where d ~ 3). Note that if a, x E C, then (C\{x})a in T' is the same as Ca in r, so that 
is suffices to consider the case d = 3. 
For d = 3 we find: in T(n), Co = K n - 3 ; in j{E(2n, 2), Ca = 0-E(2n - 2,2); in 
Sp(2n, 2), Ca = Sp(2n - 2,2). (Thus, for d = 4 we find, in VOE(m, 2), Ca = O-E(m -
2,2).) 
PROOFS 
Theorems 1 and 2 are trivial (and not used in the sequel). Theorem 3 is found in [2] 
(but reproved here). We need one result from the literature (due to Shult [4] in the 
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regular case, and to Seidel [3] in the general case~f course, this is a very special case 
of the classification of polar spaces). 
THEOREM ('Triangle Theorem'). Let r be a graph with empty radical such that each 
edge is contained in an odd 3-clique. Then r is isomorphic to one of Kn (n;;. 2), 
O£(m, 2) (m ;;. 2). 
Now let r = (X, E) satisfy (CC)d and (Cl)d for some d;;. 3. We shall determine r. 
LEMMA. Let C E <ff. For a, b E C we have Ca = Cb. More precisely, an isomorphism is 
given by the map :Trab sending u E Ca to the unique u' such that C\ {a, b} U {u, u'} E <ff. 
Moreover, :Trbc 0 :Trab = :Trac ' 
PROOF. Clearly, u' e Cb. If u - v in Ca, then v + u' (since {a, b, u, u'} is even) and 
hence u' - v' in Cb (since {a, b, v, v'} is even). Thus :Trab is an isomorphism. 
Moreover, for u" = :Trbc(U'), we find that {a, b, u, u'} + {b, c, u', u"} = {a, c, u, u"} is 
even, so u" = :Trac(u). 0 
REMARK. We have {a, b} U Ca U Cb = fTCa: essentially this lemma is a variation on 
Theorem 2. 
LEMMA. Let d ;;. 3. Then Ca satisfies the triangle property: each edge lies in an odd 
3-clique. 
PROOF. Let a, b, c e C and write x' = :Trab(X), x" = :Trac(x) for x E Ca. If uv is an edge 
in Ca, then u'v' is an edge in Cb, so v' + u". Thus we can find a w such that 
C\{a, b, c} U {w, v', u"} e <ff. Then {a, b, c, w, v', u"} + {a, b, v, v'} + {a, c, u, u"} = 
{a, u, v, w} is even, and must be a 4-clique. Also, a, u, v are not adjacent to points of 
C\{a}, so neither is w, i.e. v e Ca. 0 
By our assumption (Cl)d there is aCe <ff such that Ca *0 for some (and then all) 
a e C. We shall show that the isomorphism type of C U Ca determines r, and that 
rad Ca = 0. Once this is shown, the triangle theorem will tell us the possibilities for Ca , 
and examination of the examples shows that all are realized, except for Ca = Kn with 
n > 3, n * 5 (in case d;;. 4). We show here that the missing cases are really impossible. 
LEMMA. Let d = 4, and suppose Ca is a coclique of size n. Then n ~ 3 or n = 5. 
PROOF. Let C = {a, b, c, d}, and suppose that zl. n C = {b, c, d}. If Ca\zl. contains 
two vertices u, v, then there is a vertex w such that {u, v, w, z} e <ff, and clearly 
we Ca . For x e Ca \{u, v, w} we find that x - z. This proves that Izl. n Cal = n - 3, n -
lor n. Hence Izl. n Cbl = 3, lor O. On the other hand, for any two vertices p, q of Cb, 
we find a vertex z such that {p, q, a, z} e <ff, and zl. n C= {b, c, d}, and zl. nCb = 
Cb \{p, q}. Thus if ICbl;;. 2, then ICbl = 5,3 or 2. 0 
It remains to show that C U Co determines r. 
PROPOSITION. If pl.n(CUCa)=ql.n(CUCa), then p=q. In particular, 
rad Ca =0. 
PROOF. Let <ffo be the connected component of C in <ff. Let Y be the union of the 
elements of <eo. We show that Y = x. 
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First of all, given p.L n (C U Ca), we also know p.L n Cb for all bE C (since we have 
the even sets {a, b, u, u ' }). Next, if D - C, then D\C = {u, u ' } with u E Ca, u ' E Cb for 
certain a,bEC, and Du={a}U(u.Ln(Ca UCb»::;I:0, so that D can play the same 
role as C, and p.L n (D U Du) is known. It follows by induction that p.L n Y = q.L n Y. 
Now suppose that z E X\Y, and choose DE ceo such that Iz.L n DI is minimal. If 
Iz.L n DI = 1, then z E Dx ~ Y for some x, a contradiction. If a, bE z.L n D and 
u E Da \z.L then D\{a, b} U {u, u ' } contains fewer neighbours of z, a contradiction. 
Thus, if aEz.LnD, then Da~z.L, and hence if bED\Z\ then DbnZ.L=0 (since 
{a, b, u, u ' } is even). If a E D\z.L and Da contains the non-edge uv, the choose 
bED n z.L; now F = D\{a, b} U {u, u ' } has FE ceo, V € Fu'\z.i and u ' E z\ a con-
tradiction. Thus, either D ~ z.L, or Da is a clique for all a E D. But in the latter case Y 
is a union of d cliques D a U {a} or size at least 2, and by the foregoing all points in such 
a clique have the same neighbours, i.e. r is not reduced, a contradiction. Hence 
Dr;; z.L, and then Y ~ z.L for all z E X\Y. Since r is coconnected, it follows that 
Y=X. D 
In fact, the proof of this proposition is also the proof of our theorem. In the proof 
we assumed that some graph r was given, and we derived some properties of it. But 
now assume that only C U Ca is given. Construct the graph r by introducing points as 
needed, where each point p is labeled with Lp:= p.i n (C U Ca). Now given the label 
Lu of u E Ca we find that the label Lv of v = .7i'ab(U) E Cb must be La + Lb + Lu (since 
{a, b, u, v} must be even), and an arbitrary point p constructed already must be 
adjacent to v iff I{a, b, u} n Lpl is odd. Now consider D = C + {a, b, u, v}. From Lp 
we can find p.L n (D U Du) since Du = {a} U (u.L n (Ca U Cb». Since X = Y, and Y is 
built up by adding points with known adjacencies to everything constructed earlier, 
the entire graph is determined uniquely by C U Ca (i.e. given C U Ca, there is up to 
isomorphism at most one graph r satisfying our hypothesis and containing it). This 
finishes the proof. 
REMARKS 
It is possible to relax the condition (C1)4 in Theorem 4 a little. 
THEOREM 4A. If r satisfies (CC)4 but not (C1)4' and r does not contain maximal 
non-odd 2-cocliques, then r is the complement of the collinearity graph of a generalized 
quadrangle with lines of sizes 2 or 4. 
PROOF. Consider the complementary graph t, and take its maximal cliques as 
lines. D 
In particular, we find all graphs VO E(m,2) with m < 5 + E here, except for the 
quadrangle VO+(2, 2). (Indeed, VO+(4, 2) = 4 x 4, VO(3, 2) = 23 = 2 x 4, VO-(2, 2) = 
K4 , etc.) 
The Triangle Theorem classifies graphs with odd 3-cliques. But the graphs with even 
4-cliques are also known: 
THEOREM (Buekenhout and Hubaut [1)). Let r be connected, and locally polar of 
local order 2 and local rank at least 2 (i.e. each triangle of r is contained in an even 
4-clique, and each edge is in at least two triangles). Then r is one of VOE(m, 2), 
3"OE(2n, 2) or ,N'E(2n, 2). 
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Let us call a graph r colocally ..1 when for each vertex s of r the graph induced on 
the set of non-neighbours of x in r is isomorphic to ..1 (i.e. when i'is locally .1). Of 
course, this can be generalized to collections of graphs (or graph properties) instead of 
single graph ..1. 
From the above, we see that when d;;:. 2 any reduced graph satisfying (CC)d and 
(C1)d is colocally reduced. It follows that if r is colocally (reduced and (CC)d and 
(Cl)d), then r has the property that each d-coclique is contained in a (unique) 
(d + l)-coclique such that each vertex either has an odd number of neighbours in it, or 
is adjacent to all of its vertices. For even d this is just property (CC)d+b so we have a 
characterization of graphs that are colocally a reduced Taylor graph and of graphs that 
are colocally VO E(m,2) (m;;:. 5 + e) (i.e. of graphs that are locally fT ..1, or locally 
VO E(m,2». 
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